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New Samsung Galaxy S24 Series
Now Available to Cox Mobile

Customers
Cox Mobile added Samsung’s newest Galaxy S24 Ultra, S24+, and S24 to its device portfolio.

ATLANTA (January 18, 2024) – The newly released Galaxy S24
Series is officially available to Cox Mobile customers for preorder
online and in Cox retail stores nationwide, with general availability
beginning on Wednesday, January 31. 

Samsung unveiled the newest generation of the Galaxy S24 Series
and showcased how the company is transforming its smartphones
to be smarter and more intuitive than ever before with Galaxy

AI 1. With the new Samsung Galaxy S24 Series, Cox Mobile
customers will experience Galaxy AI features like:

Live Translate2– Real-time, seamless translation via voice or text.

Circle to Search3 with Google – No need to articulate what you’re looking for. Get the info you want
instantly just by circling the object on your phone screen to see helpful, high-quality search results.

Generative Edit4  – When a person or object needs to be slightly moved to be in the perfect position, AI
lets you adjust the position of the subject and generates a perfectly blended background in its original spot.

Cox Mobile is exclusively available to Cox Internet customers in all Cox markets nationwide. With unlimited talk
and text and no term agreements, customers have access to two simple data plans designed with their needs
and budget in mind – Pay As You Gig and Gig Unlimited. Discounted plans are available for customers with
multiple unlimited mobile lines or when bundled with their Cox Internet service. Customers also have access to
a network with unbeatable 5G reliability, as well as the ability to stay connected with Cox Internet at home and
with more than 4 million of Cox's on-the-go wifi hotspots.

Samsung Galaxy S24 Ultra, S24+, and S24 is officially available for preorder, with general availability beginning
Wednesday, January 31. For a limited time, Cox Mobile customers can receive up to $500 off their new
Samsung S24 device. Customers who purchase during the pre-order period will also receive a free storage
upgrade on us that doubles their device’s storage capabilities. 

Customers interested in learning more about Cox Mobile or the newest Samsung devices can visit their nearest
Cox retail store, go directly to www.cox.com/mobile, or give us a call at 1-800-234-3993.

https://www.cox.com/local/search
https://www.cox.com/mobile
tel:+18002343993


About Cox Communications
Cox Communications is committed to creating meaningful moments of human connection through
technology. As the largest private broadband company in America, we operate fiber-powered networks in more
than 30 states, providing connections and advanced cloud and managed IT services for nearly seven million
homes and businesses nationwide. We're dedicated to empowering others to build a better future and celebrate
diverse products, people, suppliers, communities, and the characteristics that make each one unique. Cox
Communications is the largest division of Cox Enterprises, a family-owned business founded in 1898 by
Governor James M. Cox. 

The commercial division of Cox Communications, Cox Business, provides a broad commercial solutions portfolio,
including advanced managed IT and fiber-based network solutions that support connected environments,
unique hospitality experiences and diverse applications for nearly 370,000 businesses nationwide. For more
information, please visit www.coxbusiness.com.

1 Samsung does not make any promises, assurances or guarantees as to the accuracy, completeness or
reliability of the output provided by AI features. Samsung Account login may be required to use certain
Samsung AI features.
2 Live Translate requires a network connection and Samsung Account login. Live Translate is only available on
the pre-installed Samsung Phone app. Certain languages may require language pack download. Service
availability may vary by language. Accuracy of results is not guaranteed.
3 Results may vary depending on visual matches. Requires internet connection. Users may need to update
Android to the latest version. Product functionality may be dependent on your app and device settings. Some
functions may not be compatible with certain apps. Availability of the service varies by country and language.
Accuracy of results is not guaranteed.
4 Generative Edit requires a network connection and Samsung Account login. Editing with Generative Edit
results in a resized photo up to 12MP. A visible watermark is overlaid on the image output upon saving in order
to indicate that the image is generated by AI. The accuracy and reliability of the generated output is not
guaranteed.
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